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Video footage emerged Wednesday showing disgraced
movie mogul Harvey Weinstein apparently sexually harass-
ing a woman who subsequently accused him of rape.

Melissa Thompson, who has previously publicly complained of
abusive behavior by Weinstein during a 2011 business meeting in
New York, gave a tape of the encounter to Sky News. Thompson
told the station she had been offering her tech company’s video
platform to the 66-year-old, and recorded the meeting as part of
the pitch.  Just hours later, Weinstein allegedly raped her in his
hotel room, the woman told Sky News.

AFP reached out to Weinstein’s lawyer Benjamin Brafman for
comment but there was no immediate response. He was quoted by
US-based entertainment magazine People however as denying
sexual misconduct by his client. “Several respected journalists and
trustworthy individuals have seen the entire video, as Ms. Thomp-
son has been trying to promote it to for several months,” Braf-
man’s statement read, according to People. 

“What they shared with us is that the video, when viewed in its
entirety, in context and not in select excerpts, demonstrates that
there is nothing forceful, but casual-if not awkward-flirting from

both parties.” The former Hollywood titan is seen in the video
waving staff away with the words “don’t interrupt, don’t interrupt’
as he enters the meeting.  Thompson offers her hand but Wein-
stein goes in for a hug instead. “That’s nice. Let’s keep it up. It’s
not bad,” he says as he rubs her back. “Am I allowed to flirt with
you?” he is heard asking, and Thompson replies: “Um, we’ll see, a
little bit.”

Naivety 
At one point on the recording, Weinstein reaches under a table

and appears to move his arm up her leg. “Let me have a little part
of you. Give it to me. It’s okay, would you like to do it some
more?” he can be heard saying. “A little high, a little high, that’s a
little high, that’s a little high,” Thompson replies. Weinstein has
been accused by dozens of women of a litany of sexual miscon-
duct ranging from harassment to rape. He is out on bail and has
pleaded not guilty in New York to six counts allegedly committed
against three women in 2004, 2006 and 2013. The next hearing in
the case is scheduled for September 20.

The allegations against the once-powerful movie mogul
spurred the #MeToo movement that saw women worldwide
speak up against sexual harassment and assault by men in power-
ful positions. Thompson told Sky News Weinstein was “playing a
cat-and-mouse game from the very beginning to see how far he
could push me, and what my reactions might be so that he could
gauge how he would play with (me), where my levers were, what
were my vulnerabilities.” She is seen watching the footage along
with a Sky News reporter, and denies encouraging him, telling the
channel: “I think there was a combination of confidence and
naivety that led me to this dynamic that we see now, watching

back.”

‘Trapped’ 
In the footage, Weinstein invites Thompson to join him at the

Tribeca Grand Hotel lobby restaurant. She told Sky News she was
expecting that this would be a follow-up meeting to close the
deal. “It wasn’t an invitation to go to his hotel room. It was an invi-
tation to come to a hotel lobby that was within blocks of the office
and so that to me felt much safer than being alone with him in his
office,” she said. When she arrived, Weinstein allegedly led her to
his hotel room where she says he raped her. “If I would try to fight
myself away from him, he would then move around to a place
where he could block me in,” Thompson said.  “I constantly felt
trapped, no matter where I turned. He cornered me, over and over
again.” Thompson was part of a class action lawsuit against Wein-

stein filed in June in which she claimed the producer began to
harass and fondle her, several US media outlets reported. She
reportedly claimed in court documents that Weinstein tried un-
successfully to force her to perform oral sex on him before he
pushed her on the bed and raped her. But Brafman accused
Thompson to trying to bolster her position in the lawsuit. “Any
suggestion of sexual misconduct is false. This is a further at-
tempt to publicly disgrace Mr. Weinstein for financial gain, and
we will not stand for it. Facts do matter,” the lawyer told People
magazine.—AFP
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Visitors look at Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot’s “ Woman with
a Large Toque and a Mandolin” (c. 1850-1855) at the National
Gallery of Art in Washington, DC.—AFP photos

A woman looks at Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot’s “The Lady
in Blue” (1874) at the National Gallery of Art.

A man looks at Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot’s “Springtime
of Life” (1871), with “The Artist’s Studio” (1870) in the back-
ground, at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, DC.

A woman looks at Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot’s Agostina”
(1866) at the National Gallery of Art.

When Camille Corot’s figure paintings last went on display more than
a century ago, they stunned Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque,
who paid tribute to the French painter in their groundbreaking Cu-

bist creations.
Through December 31, the National Gallery of Art in Washington is pre-

senting dozens of portraits of women that are some of the most intimate,
rarely seen and modern works of an artist celebrated for his dreamy land-
scapes. They reveal the 19th century painter as a missing link between the
staid formalism of classical and romantic painting with the impressionism and
modernism that followed. The tension of works caught between these radi-
cally different approaches is palpable. Here, Corot pushed the boundaries of
what was acceptable as a finished painting in ways he never dared with his
uber-popular landscapes, of which he created nearly 3,000 — not counting
the many forgeries. “It is a rarefied arena in which he can be more experimen-
tal and try out new things,” said exhibition curator Mary Morton, the head of
the museum’s department of French paintings. The show includes works
loaned from some of the most prestigious public and private collections in
Europe and the United States.

‘Experimental’ 
There are nudes-daringly devoid of classical references-almost comical

riffs on myths and models, often dressed in Italian “peasant” garb and imbued
with a kind of erotic melancholy particular to Corot, complete with noncha-
lant cleavage. The pictures are sometimes hazy but the languid faces emerge
into sharper focus out of a dark backdrop with near-abstract elements
painted with quick, loose brushstrokes. The sometimes unsettling aesthetics
paved the way toward painting for the sake of painting, where a picture that
deliberately reveals the artist’s hand is presented as finished without being
completely resolved. Unlike a separate show at the Musee Marmottan Monet
in Paris earlier this year, this one focuses exclusively on Corot’s female sub-
jects, apart from a lone picture representing Saint Sebastian. A portrait that
bears the mysterious title of “Woman with a Pearl” (circa 1868-1870) refer-
ences both with its title Vermeer’s famous portrait (“Girl with a Pearl Earring”)
and with her unsettling gaze none less than Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa.

Corot created a myth all of his own in an intriguing composition (“Baccha-
nte with a Panther,” 1860) featuring a child mounted on a panther while a re-
clining nude dangles a dead bird before the feline’s mouth, the whole thing
made even more enigmatic by dark lighting. Coming full circle, Corot toward
the end of his life in the late 1860s and early 1870s depicted his models in
studio settings with a hand touching one of his landscapes and the other
holding a mandolin, hinting at his love of music.—AFP
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